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1 Introduction

In June 2005, the Office of the U.S. Global AIDS Coordinator (OGAC) claimed that there were over 32,000 citizens of Botswana receiving antiretroviral treatment (ART) because of PEPFAR (U.S. President’s Emergency Plan for Aid Relief). In response, Segolame Ramotlhawa, director of Botswana’s treatment program, called the U.S. figures “a gross misrepresentation of the facts” and reported that no patient was dependent on PEPFAR for treatment. Politically, the credit claiming was important to OGAC because it needed to demonstrate progress to the U.S. Congress. For Botswana’s President, Festus Mogae, receiving credit was important because he promised universal ART treatment and has made HIV/AIDS one of his top issues. President Mogae did not want Botswana’s citizens to think that the U.S. was the only one responsible for the country’s treatment success (Patterson, 2006; Timberg, 2005, 159-161).

This exchange between Botswana’s government and OGAC officials illustrates one of the dilemmas that foreign aid poses for donors, non-governmental organizations (NGOs), governments, and citizens. If the priorities of a government mirror those of PEPFAR and PEPFAR provides much of the money needed to meet them, who receives the credit for success or the blame for failure? Different actors have funded the various components of the ART treatment program: the Gates Foundation has built ART clinics; Merck Pharmaceutical Company has donated ARTs; the Government of Botswana pays doctors and nurses; PEPFAR money has purchased laboratory equipment; and Harvard has trained lab technicians (Patterson, 2006, 159-161). In this context, who do recipients believe is ultimately responsible for the HIV/AIDS program?

These questions raise a broader concern about the conditions under which the provision of services by donors and non-state actors is likely to undermine or strengthen the fiscal contract between citizens and a government and citizens’ legitimating beliefs. Before addressing this concern, I will first examine whether the logic of the fiscal contract, which is largely based on the statebuilding experiences of Europe, is relevant to developing countries with very low and idiosyncratic taxation levels. I will then assess whether there is empirical support for the fiscal contract argument using cross-sectional survey data, the Afrobarometer, which was collected across 19 Sub-Saharan African countries in 2008.

Second, extending the logic of the fiscal contract argument, there is
reason to believe that the provision of services by donors and non-state actors could either strengthen or weaken citizens’ deference to government. I will identify the conditions under which these two scenarios are likely to occur. On the one hand, citizens may be less likely to support the government with deference to its laws and regulations when they credit non-state actors or donors for service provision. The provision of services by donors and non-state actors is likely to prompt citizens to question why they should pay taxes to a government that is not providing them with anything in exchange. On the other hand, the provision of goods and services by donors and non-state actors might strengthen citizens’ legitimating beliefs and their willingness to defer to governmental laws and regulations if citizens view their government as essential to leveraging and managing these external resources.

I assess these competing hypotheses using multi-level analyses of Afrobarometer survey data. The sample, drawn from a continuum of developing societies in Africa, allows us to analyze associations between donor and non-state actor service provision and the sense of obligation to comply with the tax authorities. Third, I assess the relationship between the provision of services by donors and non-state actors and citizens’ willingness to defer to two additional authorities, the police and courts. The findings yield support for the hypothesis that the provision of services by donors and non-state actors is strengthening, rather than undermining, the relationship between citizens and the state.

2 A Model of Legitimating Beliefs

I extend the logic of the fiscal contract to consider the implications for citizens’ perceptions of their government’s legitimacy when actors other than the state are involved in providing the basic services that are at the heart of the fiscal contract relationship. My conception of government legitimacy and the reasons citizens adopt legitimating beliefs derives from the work of Weber (1968). I use the concept of legitimacy to denote acceptance of the right of governors to rule; its effect is an increased likelihood of quasi-voluntary compliance with governmental rules and regulations. Quasi-voluntary compliance is compliance motivated by a willingness to comply but backed up by coercion, particularly coercion that ensures that others will be obeying the law (Levi 1997).

I treat legitimacy as a concept with two components: value-based legiti-
macy (a sense of obligation or willingness to obey authorities) and behavioral-based legitimacy (actual compliance with governmental regulations and laws). Theoretically, value-based legitimacy should translate into behavioral legitimacy. Empirical work shows that value-based legitimacy is a function of four antecedent conditions: procedural justice; leadership motivations; administrative competence; and, government performance.

3 Fiscal Contract

Fiscal theories of governance, which grew largely out of the state-building experiences of Europe, argue two main points. First, the shape political institutions assume reflects the government’s need for revenue (Bates and Lien, 1985; Levi, 1988; Moore, 2004; Tilly, 1990). A government has an incentive to meet citizens’ demands for political representation and public goods provision only when it is dependent on them for revenue. Second, taxpayers benefit from government policies roughly in proportion with the share of government revenue they finance (Bates and Lien, 1985; Boix, 2003).

Several key comparative historical works demonstrate that rulers have incentives to reduce the cost of compliance by making credible commitments to citizens, according them representation in government and providing them with public goods. In exchange, citizens are more likely to willingly comply with tax demands thus reducing the costs to governments of ensuring compliance through coercion alone (Levi, 1988; North and Weingast, 1989; Tilly, 1990). There is also evidence from a wide range of developed and developing countries that governments which rely on broadly based taxes are likely to establish a fiscal contract with citizens (Bergman, 2003; Fjeldstad and Semboja, 2000, 2001; Guyer, 1992; Levi and Sacks, 2009; Lieberman, 2001, 2003; Tripp, 1997; Tyler, 1990). These works demonstrate that the more citizens perceive that government is upholding its end of the fiscal contract with constituents with serious efforts to deliver infrastructure and services, the more likely it is to produce a virtuous cycle of citizen compliance with its extractions, leading to better government and greater compliance (see

---

1See Levi and Sacks (2009) and Levi, Sacks and Tyler (2009) for a discussion of why these four conditions matter for legitimating beliefs and for an empirical test of the relationships between these four conditions and legitimating beliefs in the context of Sub-Saharan Africa.
For example, there is also some evidence that when tax increases are linked to improvements in public goods provision, citizens are less likely to resist the tax increases. In Ghana, the government linked increases in the VAT rate explicitly to the new public spending programs, such as the Ghana Education Trust (GET) Fund in 2002 and the National Health Insurance Scheme (NHIS) in 2003 which enjoyed broad public support. The government used strategic communication to make this link in order to avoid major public protests, such as the Kume Preko protests that greeted the introduction of the VAT in 1995 and left several people dead (Osei, 2000; Prichard, July 2009). Similarly, Ghana’s government linked the introduction of a talk tax on mobile phone calls to efforts to combat youth unemployment, which helped to curb public opposition (Prichard, July 2009).

3.1 Is donor and non-state actor service provision likely to undermine the fiscal contract?

We are beginning to accumulate knowledge about what government can do to influence the perception of the relationship between citizens and political authorities. We know very little about what happens once non-state actors mediate that relationship. If the fiscal contract rests on the provision of basic welfare benefits, what happens when these benefits are provided by actors other than the state (see Figure 2)? When is the provision of services by non-state actors likely to strengthen the fiscal contract between citizens and the state? My primary hypothesis is that the provision of services will undermine legitimating beliefs when citizens credit non-state actors for high-quality service provision or blame the government for low quality service provision. Under some conditions, specifically, when citizens view their government as essential to leveraging and regulating external resources, non-state service provision is likely to improve citizens’ legitimating beliefs.

In weak and fragile states that lack the capacity to perform the basic functions of government, other actors often step in to fill the gap. Donors and non-state actors including NGOs, private entrepreneurs and companies, communities, and churches, are increasingly becoming major providers of humanitarian aid and other essential public goods including health care, refugee settlement, security while constructing hospitals, roads, schools, irrigation

__Levi and Sacks (2009) reviews this literature.____
networks, and other infrastructure. Estimates suggest that between a third and two-thirds of education and health services now completely bypass the state (van de Walle 2001, 100). The rise in the number of NGOs from less than 200 in 1909 to nearly 1000 in 1956 to over 20,000 currently points to their growing importance in public goods provision (Union of International Associations (UIA), 2005).

The World Bank, international donor institutions and governments are encouraging non-state actors to play a larger role in the provision of public goods and social welfare in developing countries and emphasizing public-private partnerships. Their rationale for expanding non-state welfare provision generally emphasizes the inability of state institutions to meet basic welfare needs (Devarajan and Reinikka, 2004; Edwards and Hulme, 1996; Marcussen, 1996) or the greater ability of community-groups and NGOs to identify and tailor projects to local-level needs (Mansuri and Rao, 2004; Patteau, 2004). Increasingly, governments are contracting service provision out to private actors in order to create competition where government agencies are viewed as corrupt or inefficient (Smith and Lipsky, 1993).

There is some evidence that foreign aid has harmful consequences for a country’s political development (Azam, 2001; Brautigam, 2000; Kaldor, 1963; Knack, 2001). Governments dependent on foreign aid also have fewer incentives to build or improve domestic revenue collection, are more accountable to external donors than to domestic parliaments and constituencies, and are therefore less likely to build accountable political institutions (Moss, Pettersson and van de Walle, 2006). One study found that local governments that rely on transfers from external donors or the national government for revenue are less responsive to their constituencies development needs than local governments that depend on local tax revenue (Gibson and Hoffman, 2005).

In Zambia, for example, World Vision among other international NGOs has been providing a substantial number of services for Zambia’s citizens. World Vision estimates that about one-quarter of Zambia’s population are benefiting from this work. In 2008 to 2009, I carried out a unique survey throughout the Southern, Eastern and Copperbelt provinces. In a ward in
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3The amount of discretionary funding that high-income countries have given to NGOs to promote international development assistance has risen from a negligible amount before 1980 to nearly $2 billion in 2004 (OECD, 2010). Currently, the NGO sector currently constitutes a 1.1 trillion dollar industry (Edwards, 2004, 21).

4This fieldwork was carried out as part of my field work for my PhD dissertation. The
the Eastern province, where World Vision is particularly active in service delivery, 49.06 percent of respondents believe that public services in their community have improved over the past year. Of these respondents, 56.52 percent credit World Vision and only 26.09 percent credit the government for the improvement in service delivery. The remaining 17.39 percent of respondents credit other NGOs for the improvement in service delivery. Of the 47.17 percent of respondents who do not believe that services have improved over the past year, 88.0 percent blame the government and 12.0 percent blame the community. Not one respondent blamed an NGO or donor for the lack of improvement in service delivery. Further, respondents were asked if the decision was up to them, to whom would they prefer to pay their taxes. Half of the ward’s respondents said that they would prefer to pay their taxes to donors, NGOs, or other non-state actors and the other half would prefer to pay their taxes directly to the government.

Unlike sectarian and rebel movements that tend to flourish where they are able to provide the goods that citizens are not receiving from their own government (Chen 2004, Fritsch October 2, 2001, Iannaccone and Berman 2006), NGOs and donors do not have aspirations to wrest control from the government and are therefore unlikely to replace the state as a source of authority. Yet, they still pose a threat to states in terms of undermining citizens’ perceptions that the state is not fulfilling its end of the fiscal contract. Several governments including Uganda, Ethiopia, and Zambia have passed bills or taken other concrete actions designed to control and regulate NGOs. Although these actions are primarily directed at limiting the ability of NGOs to oppose government policies, they are also aimed at enhancing the state’s role in service delivery in the eyes of its citizens.

4 Can the provision of services by donors and non-state actors strengthen the fiscal contract?

Many scholars argue that the effect of aid is contingent on the institutional environment in place (Burnside and Dollar 2000, 2004, Kosack 2003, Morrison 2009 January 2010). Where accountable government institutions are in place,

survey was funded by an Opportunity Fund generously provided by the World Justice Project.
or a leader is particularly committed to development, governments are likely to work with donors, international agencies and non-state providers to effectively manage and utilize aid. In these contexts, aid is likely to strengthen rather than undermine the fiscal contract. The Government of Botswana, for example, has an impressive record of coordinating with donors to ensure that aid is effectively utilized to promote development, which has contributed to a record of sustained economic growth. By law, all aid activities are integrated into Botswana’s planning and budgeting processes (van de Walle, 2001, 205-206). In Malawi, large-scale mission-hospital and school systems work closely with government, while retaining some management autonomy (Kadzamira et al., 2004). Other developing countries have experimented with co-production, or the provision of public services through an informal relationship between state agencies and communities, where both make substantial resource contributions (Joshi and Moore, 2004).

Some states may not directly partner with donors and non-state actors to provide services but rather support, co-ordinate and manage them as to improve the effectiveness of service delivery. Through performing regulatory functions, the state can assume overall responsibility for service provision without necessarily delivering services. States have come up with second-best solutions when universal regulation is impractical. For example, the government in Bangladesh has instituted a system, where the government rewards those non-state providers that achieve certain performance standards. With the World Health Organization (WHO), the government issues vouchers to poor pregnant women, which they can only use to pay accredited providers of antenatal care and delivery (Chowdury et al., 2004; Palmer et al., 2006). Recipient governments might also elicit credit for donor and NGO aid when politicians are able to effectively influence constituents’ assignments of credit and blame (Crant and Bateman, 1993; Weaver, 1986). Governments throughout the world regularly claim credit in the media for non-state actor service provision.

The vast majority of citizens are likely to have poor information about the state’s formal relationship with donors and non-state actors and its regulation of aid and non-state service provision. Citizens are likely to evaluate the state’s role in development activities based on their every-day observation of and interaction with street-level bureaucrats including agricultural extension agents, teachers, health care officials, social workers (Kelly and Swindell, 2003; Lipsky, 1980; Tendler, 1997). When citizens observe bureaucrats collaborating with NGO staff in the field, they are likely to forge a positive
impression of the state’s role in development and give credit to the state for helping to leverage external resources. Citizens are also likely to give the state credit where mechanisms to voice complaints about non-state actors exist and where bureaucrats are able to effectively respond to complaints. Under these conditions, non-state service provision is likely to strengthen the fiscal contract.

5 Data and Methods

I explore the relationship between external service provision and deference to government using Afrobarometer survey data from 19 Sub-Saharan African countries (see Table 1). Africa is an especially good place to examine these issues because of the large amount of variation both within and across African countries in the extent to which non-state actors, donors and other states are active in service provision and the extent to which governments are relatively effective and fair. Government responsiveness, corruption and reliance on non-public resources vary considerably among localities with consequences for citizen understanding of and relationship to government (Gibson and Hoffman 2005).

This project relies on the fourth round of Afrobarometer data that surveys Africans’ views towards democracy, economics, and civil society with random, stratified, nationally representative samples. In 2008, trained enumerators conducted face-to-face interviews in local languages with 26,513 respondents across 19 countries. The sample is designed as a representative cross-section of all citizens of voting age in a given country.

The dataset used for this paper has a multilevel structure; individuals are nested within primary sampling units (PSUs), which are nested within countries. The PSUs are the smallest, well-defined geographic units for which reliable population data are available and they tend to be socially homogeneous, thereby producing highly clustered data. In most countries, these will be Census Enumeration Areas (Afrobarometer 2005, 37-38). Although respondents were not sampled based on their ethnic affiliation, there is likely to be a high level of clustering in the dataset around ethnicity. In other work, I discuss the advantages of multilevel modeling (Levi and Sacks 2009).

Treating the dependent variable as a binary outcome and taking into account the multilevel nature of our data, I estimate random intercepts for

\[5\] I excluded Zimbabwe from the analysis because of missing data on key variables.
PSUs, countries, and ethnic groups with the system of equations described in Equation 1:

Level 1 (Individual) : \[ \log\left(\frac{P_{ij(kl)}}{1 - P_{ij(kl)}}\right) = \beta_{0j(kl)} + X_{j(kl)} + a_{ij(kl)} \]

Level 2 (PSU) : \[ \beta_{0j(kl)} = \delta_{0j(kl)} + b_{(kl)} \]

Level 3 (Country and Ethnic Group) : \[ \delta_{00(kl)} = \lambda_{0(k)} + \gamma_{0(l)} + c_{0} + d_{0} \]

In this model, i, j, k, and l index the individual, PSU, country, and ethnic group levels. The Greek symbols refer to parameters estimated at particular levels of analysis: \( \beta, \delta, \lambda, \) and \( \gamma \) refer to fixed effects at the individual, PSU, country, and ethnic group levels, respectively. \( X_{j(kl)} \) refers to individual socio-demographic factors and individual-level perceptions of bureaucracy, procedural justice and service delivery. \( C_{0j(kl)} \) includes the objective indicators of service delivery that are measured at the enumeration-level. \( C_{0(kl)} \) includes country-level controls, such as GDP per capita and foreign aid per capita. The random effects of intercepts at the individual, PSU, country, and ethnic group level are described by \( a_{ij(kl)}, b_{0j(kl)}, c_{0(k)}, \) and \( d_{0(l)} \). The logistic multilevel model expresses the log-odds (i.e. the logit \( P_{ij(kl)} \) as a sum of a linear function of the explanatory variables and random-group and random effect deviations.

6 Measures

6.1 Dependent Variable

My dependent variable is whether respondents agree with the statement: “The tax department always has the right to make people pay taxes.” Respondents’ answers were originally coded as “strongly disagree”, “disagree”, “neither disagree nor agree”, “agree”, “strongly agree”, “don’t know” and “refused to answer”. For two reasons, I dichotomized this variable from a five-point scale by collapsing “strongly disagree” and “disagree” into one category and the other three responses into another category. First, I am only interested in the comparison of people who accept government’s right to make people pay taxes versus those who express some ambiguity about this right and those who reject this right. Second, I estimated a multilevel ordered probit and the results from this model are very similar to the results
obtained from the multilevel logistic model. Thus, I am confident that I did not lose substantial statistical information by dichotomizing this variable.

6.2 Independent Variables

6.2.1 Socio-Demographic Variables

I control for standard socio-demographic variables that can affect citizens’ acceptance of government’s right to make people pay taxes. A question probing respondents on their household income was not included in the fourth round of Afrobarometer surveys. Asking respondents to quantify their income can be problematic in the context of developing economies, where individuals are often embedded in barter or commodity exchange, rather than, market economies. There are, however, reasonably good proxies including whether respondents own a television, radio, car, and mobile phone, and use the internet. Age, education, employment, and urban or rural residence are demographic factors that also affect household resources.

6.2.2 Experience with Paying Taxes or Fees

It is difficult to assess just how ubiquitous taxes are in ordinary Africans’ lives. There has not been any systematic effort to take stock of the types and amount of taxes citizens pay across Africa. Similar to pre-modern European states, African states’ revenue raising capacity is generally low. On average, the tax-to-GDP ratio in Sub-Saharan Africa is around 21 percent, compared with the OECD average of about 32 percent. In Tanzania and Uganda, the total tax share drops to about 10 percent. Historical data suggests that the tax share of many European countries did not reach 15 percent of GDP until World War II when incomes were substantially higher than they are in many African countries (Fjeldstad and Rakner 2003).

The types and amount of taxes citizens pay varies both within and between countries. We do know there are taxes on agricultural crops, but the rates and processes of collection vary within countries (Kasara 2007). User fees from electricity, water, sanitation, and other services comprise the majority of local revenue in South Africa (Hoffman 2007). In Tanzania, Fjeldstad and Semboja (2001) count ten major categories of taxes, eighteen major categories of licenses, forty groups of charges and fees, and seventeen items listed as other revenue sources. In some countries including Kenya, Malawi,
Tanzania, Uganda, and Zambia, national level semi-autonomous revenue authorities are in charge of collecting a limited number of taxes. The Ugandan Revenue Authority (URA), for example, collects all major indirect taxes and some direct taxes (income tax, but not property or social security tax). Even with the presence of national revenue authorities, there is often little or no coordination in setting and collecting taxes between the various levels of government in Africa (Fjeldstad and Rakner 2003 vi).

The Afrobarometer asks respondents whether they have paid five different types of taxes and fees within the year preceding the survey: fees for a government service, such as education or health care; licence fees to local government, such as a bicycle, cart, or market stall; property rates or taxes; public utility fees; and, income taxes. The majority of respondents, 68 percent, have experience with paying a fee for a government service. 47 percent of respondents have had experience with paying a public utility fee. One-quarter of respondents have experience with paying a license fee to a local government. 24 percent of respondents have experience with paying a property rate or tax. Only 22 percent of respondents have had experience with paying an income tax.

Table 2 shows a large amount of variation between countries in the percentage of respondents who report having paid a tax or fee to government. For example, 83.7 percent of respondents from Senegal have experience with paying a fee for a government service compared to 38.4 percent of respondents from Mali. Forty-two percent of respondents from Ghana have experience paying a license fee to their local government compared to 3.5 percent of respondents from Mozambique. Although the percentage of respondents who have experience paying an income tax is low, there is a substantial difference between Liberia and Mali. Forty percent of respondents from Liberia have experience paying an income tax compared to 10.3 percent of respondents from Mali. I control for respondents’ experience with paying an indirect tax, an income tax, and a direct tax, property rates or taxes. 

6.2.3 Government Effectiveness

Quasi-voluntary compliance is most likely among those who believe that a government is trying to meet its end of the fiscal contract by delivering
essential infrastructure and services or quickly developing the competence to
do so. I measure three dimensions of government’s performance in fulfilling
its fiscal obligations to citizens.

First, I include a measure of respondents’ food security, specifically, whether
a respondent or a household member ever went without sufficient food in the
year preceding the survey. Sacks and Levi (2010) find that food security is
strongly related to government performance in providing and maintaining
infrastructure, reliable bureaucracies, and law and order, controlling for in-
come, rainfall levels, the competitiveness of elections, and the presence of
civil liberties and political rights.

Second, I include two measures of citizens’ perceptions of government
service delivery. I include an indicator of citizens’ perceptions of how well
the government is maintaining roads and bridges. I also include an indicator
of citizens’ perceptions of how well the government is providing water and
sanitation services. Third, I include two objective indicators of government
service delivery. Survey enumerators identified whether there was a sewage
system and school in each of the primary sampling units.\footnote{7}

\subsection*{6.2.4 Perceptions of Administrative Competence and Honesty}

I include two measures of citizens’ perceptions of the honesty and trans-
parency of the bureaucracy. First, I include a measure of whether citizens
believe that a large portion of tax administrators is corrupt. Second, I in-
clude a variable indicating whether citizens approve of how well their local
government is handling the collection of license fees on bicycles, carts and
barrows.\footnote{8} Third, both the size of a country and the size of the government
may affect a government’s ability to detect and punish evaders. I include the

\footnote{7I also include a country-level indicator of government performance, the World Bank
Governance indicator of government effectiveness, in the model. This indicator measures
perceptions of the quality of public services, the quality of the civil service and the degree of
its independence from political pressures, the quality of policy formulation and implemen-
tation, and the credibility of the government’s commitment to such policies (Kaufmann,
Kraay and Mastruzzi 2006). This variable is not significant at the p<.05 level.}

\footnote{8I included two additional measures in the model neither of which were significant at
the p<0.05 level. One is a measure of citizens’ approval of how well their local government
council provides citizens with the information about the council’s budget (i.e. revenues and
expenditures). The other, the World Bank governance indicator, control of corruption,
measures the extent to which public power is exercised for private gain, as well as capture
of the state by elites and private interest (Kaufmann, Kraay and Mastruzzi 2006).}
natural log of a country’s population size and government consumption as a share of GDP; the latter is the most widespread measure of government size \cite{Adsera2002,Alesina1998,Rodrik1998}.

Tax compliance is also related to the government’s ability to effectively detect and punish tax avoiders, tax evaders, and tax arrears. Although an imperfect measure of states’ deterrent capacity, Afrobarometer includes two survey questions on perceptions of government enforcement and monitoring capacities. One question probes respondents on how often ordinary people who break the law go unpunished. The other probes respondents on how often officials who commit crimes go unpunished. This latter question is also a measure of perceived government fairness - the extent to which a government implements the law evenly across all social groups.

### 6.2.5 Procedural Justice

I include two indicators of procedural justice. The first probes respondents on how often people are treated unequally under the law. The next taps citizens’ perceptions of the government’s treatment of their ethnic group. Specifically, respondents were asked how often their ethnic group is treated unfairly by their government.\footnote{I also include Freedom House’s political liberties and civil rights ratings for the 19 countries in the sample. These two variables should capture the relative equality of influence in making policy. They indicate whether citizens are able to express their voice without fear of repression and whether elections are free and fair. Neither of these variables are significant at the $p<0.05$ level.}

### 6.2.6 Donor and Non-State Actor Provision of Services

I include a measure of who citizens believe is responsible for collecting income taxes. I expect citizens who perceive tax collection to be the responsibility of non-state actors to be less likely to be willing to pay taxes to the state’s tax department than citizens who perceive tax collection to be the responsibility of the state.

Perceptions of the effectiveness of donor and non-state actor provision of services are assessed using the following items. Respondents were probed on how much they believe the following non-state actors and donors do to help their country: the United Nations; international donors and NGOs; international businesses and investors; China; and the United States.
Respondents were probed on whether they believe the following donors and non-state actors exert too much, too little or just the right amount of influence over their government: domestic civic organizations and NGOs; and, international donors and NGOs. These two variables indirectly capture citizens’ normative views of non-state service provision, specifically, whether donors and non-state actors are helpful or harmful for their country.

I would expect citizens who believe that donors and non-state actors have too little influence over their government to be less likely to willingly defer to their government. These respondents probably believe that their government needs the assistance of donors and non-state actors to provide essential goods and services. A perception that donors and non-state actors exert too much influence over their government may not necessarily translate into a greater willingness to defer to the government. Some may view the influence donors and non-state actors exert over their government positively and believe that the more influence donors and non-state actors exert over their government, the better off their country.

Others may view the influence donors and non-state actors have over their government negatively. If citizens view the influence donors and non-state actors exert over their government negatively, it is not clear whether they are more or less likely to be willing to pay taxes. Citizens have multiple strategies for confronting the state. On the one hand, some may want to bolster the strength of the state to collect revenue from, and provide public goods to, citizens. An increase in a state’s extractive capacity should correspond to less dependence on donors and NGOs and an increase in state autonomy. On the other hand, others may want to try and replace the regime with a stronger government that is committed to standing up to donors and non-state actors and re-claiming the state’s sovereignty.

Finally, I also include several country-level measures of donor and non-state actor activities. First, I include a measure of the number of intergovernmental organizations (IGOs) and NGOs of which a country or territory is a member, whether directly or through the presence of members in that country for 2007 (Union of International Associations [UIA] 2005). I excluded dead, inactive or unconfirmed organizations. Second, I include a measure of the amount of foreign aid a country receives from bilateral and multilateral donors. Specifically, I include the natural log of net Official Development Assistance (ODA) received per capita (current US $) for 2007. Third, I include a measure of food aid. The Food and Agricultural Organization (FAO) compiles food aid shipments, which represents a transfer of food commodi-
ties from donor to recipient countries, on a total-grant basis or on highly concessional terms (FAO). Fourth, I include a measure of country’s dependence on health-related aid, specifically, external health-related resources as a percentage of the total expenditure on health for 2006 and 2007.

Unfortunately, there are no quantitative indicators of a country’s management and regulation of foreign aid and non-state service provision. Neither are there quantitative indicators of citizens’ perceptions of the extent to which bureaucrats collaborate and cooperate with donors and non-state actors in development activities. I include a country-level indicator, regulatory quality, which captures perceptions of the ability of the government to formulate and implement sound policies and regulations that permit and promote private sector development. Although it should indirectly capture the quality of a government’s regulation of foreign aid and non-state services, it is a poor substitute for a measure of the quality of a country’s regulation of foreign aid and non-state service provision.

7 Results

I estimate the model described in Equation 1 and examine the extent to which legitimating beliefs are related to government performance and administrative competence, as well as procedural justice. I then test whether including indicators of the provision of services by non-state actors and donors affect the relationships between government effectiveness, procedural justice and legitimating beliefs. I conclude by examining whether perceptions of donors and non-state actors have consequences for citizens’ willingness to defer to the courts and to the police.

Because of the difficulties of directly interpreting multilevel logistic parameters, I focus my discussion on predicted probabilities and first differences, or changes in the expected values, of reporting a willingness to defer to the tax department. The point estimates of the first differences of reporting deference to the tax department are shown in Figure 3. Regression results and replication code are available upon request.
7.1 Are government performance, administrative competence and procedural justice related to legitimating beliefs?

In a wide range of developing societies in Africa, I find considerable evidence of a link between government performance, administrative competence and honesty and procedural justice and citizens’ willingness to defer to governmental tax authority. As illustrated by Figure 3, citizens’ beliefs about how fairly their government is treating members of their ethnic group has the largest relative effect on deference to the tax department followed by perceptions of corruption within the tax administration. The relationship between perceptions of the state’s enforcement capacity among ordinary citizens and the willingness to defer to the tax department is negative.

I argue that perceptions of government effectiveness are correlated with the acceptance of a government’s right to make people pay taxes. There are three components to government effectiveness: government performance and administrative competence and honesty. The objective indicators of government performance — the presence of a sewage system and a school in respondents’ neighborhoods — are not significant at the p<0.05. There are three possible explanations for the lack of association between the objective indicators of service delivery and the willingness to defer to the tax department. First, there is reason to believe that better service delivery may affect citizens’ willingness to defer to the tax department only through its effect on improved outcomes that matter for citizens’ livelihoods. Unless improved services and infrastructure have a positive impact on citizens’ welfare, individuals are unlikely to credit the government for these outputs (Sacks and Levi [2010]). The Afrobarometer’s objective measures of service delivery only denote the presence or absence of infrastructure and services. The data do not indicate the condition of the services and infrastructure.

Citizens may perceive and reward relative improvements or sanction deteriorations in services, rather than the absolute level of service quality they receive. If services deteriorate or improve, taxpayers may alter their beliefs about governments’ performance and should attempt to adjust their terms

---

10I also tested whether there is a relationship between the presence of a concrete road, health clinic, post office and electricity grid in the enumeration areas and respondents’ willingness to pay taxes. None of these objective indicators except for the presence of an electricity grid were significant at the p<0.05 level. The presence of an electricity grid is negatively associated with the willingness to defer to the tax department.
of trade with government. Because the dataset used for this study is cross-sectional rather than longitudinal, I am unable to examine whether citizens adjust their beliefs and behavior to relative changes in service delivery. I was only able to test whether there are associations between the absolute service quality across neighborhoods, countries and ethnic groups and deference to the tax department, police and courts.

Further, citizens may not be attributing goods and services to the government. Rather, citizens may be attributing goods and services, such as roads, electricity grids, sewage systems, health care and education to various non-state actors including the following: the private sector; NGOs and community-based groups; churches, mosques and other religious institutions; traditional leaders; and, bilateral and multilateral donors. Survey questions on the Afrobarometer only indicate the presence or absence of services and infrastructure, and the quality of these services, but these questions do not probe respondents on who they believe are providing these services.

Each of the indicators of perceptions of government performance is significant at the $p<0.05$ level. Food security is positively associated with a willingness to defer to the tax department. The difference in the predicted probability of deferring to the tax department for respondents who have never experienced food insecurity and for respondents who have experienced food security at least once within the past year is 4 percentage points. A disinclination to pay taxes on the part of the hungry may reflect an inability to pay. It may also reflect a belief that government is not fulfilling its end of the fiscal contract. Satisfaction with government’s maintenance of water and sewage corresponds to a percentage point increase of 3.4 in the predicted probability that one will defer to the tax department. Similarly, satisfaction with government efforts to maintain roads and bridges corresponds to a percentage point increase of 3.0 in the predicted probability that one will defer to the tax department.

I find support for the hypothesis that citizens’ assessment of administrative competence is positively related to their acceptance of government’s right to make people pay taxes. There are two dimensions to administrative competence: the honesty of state agents; and the extent to which the bureaucracy can monitor and enforce tax regulations. I do not find any evidence of a relationship between citizens’ perceptions of the transparency of their local council in terms of providing information about its revenue and expenditures and their willingness to defer to the tax department. A perception that tax collectors are honest rather than corrupt corresponds to a percentage point
increase of 8.1 in the predicted probability that one will defer to the tax department.

Analyses point to a positive relationship between a belief that the bureaucracy is competent and able to deliver promised services and a willingness to defer to the tax department. The indicator of citizens' evaluations of how well their local government is handling the collection of license fees is significant at the p<0.05 level. Approval of local government's handling of the collection of license fees corresponds to an extra 6.4 percentage points in the predicted probability of deferring to the tax department.

The relationship between confidence in the state's enforcement capacity and the willingness to defer to the tax department is mixed. A belief that the government is likely to enforce tax regulations among government officials does not appear to be correlated with citizens' willingness to defer to the tax department. Also, findings point to a statistically significant but negative relationship between a belief that the government is likely to enforce tax regulations among citizens and willingness to defer to the tax department. A belief that the government is likely to enforce tax regulations among citizens corresponds to a percentage point decrease of 5.3 in the predicted probability of deferring to the tax department. One explanation for this somewhat counter-intuitive finding is the following. Although citizens might believe that the state is likely to enforce the law among citizens, they may also view this enforcement as unfair, overly harsh or arbitrary. If citizens believe that the government is selectively enforcing the law among members of a particular political party, ethnic group, or region, then they may be less likely to be willing to defer to the tax department.

As I expected, citizens' judgments of the fairness in government procedures and decisions is associated with their willingness to defer to the tax department. A perception of a government's treatment of one's own ethnic group as fair translates into a predicted probability of 8.1 percentage points that one will be willing to defer to the tax department. A belief that the government treats the populace fairly, either all or most of the time, corresponds to a percentage point increase of 4.1 in the predicted probability that one will be willing to defer to the tax department.

Overall, I find a large relative effect of holding an all-around positive assessment of government on the predicted probability that individuals will grant their government the right to make people pay taxes. The combined effect of a government that is both fair and effective corresponds to an extra 31.7 percentage points in the predicted probability that an individual will
accept government’s right to make people pay taxes. These results suggest that the more effective and fair the government, the more likely that its population will accept the government’s right to make people pay taxes, my indicator for legitimating beliefs. With the available African data, I cannot identify how respondents’ beliefs about taxation translate into actual compliance behavior.

7.1.1 Control Variables

Although I control for several socio-demographic variables, very few are significant at the p<0.05 level. Gender, age, ownership of a radio and television, use of the internet, and employment status are not significant at the p<0.05 level. Respondents who live in an urban rather than a rural area are more likely to be willing to defer to the tax department (p<0.05), as are respondents who use a mobile phone every day (p<0.05). Respondents who have experience with paying property taxes or fees (p<0.001) are also more likely to be willing to defer to the tax department. Yet, there is no association between experience with paying income taxes and the willingness to defer to the tax department. Although including random intercepts for ethnicity improves the model’s fit, the intra-class correlation for ethnicity is quite small. Ethnic affiliation only explains 1 percent of the variation in deference to the tax department.

Another step in the quantitative analysis is to test whether including country-level indicators improves the model’s fit beyond individual socio-economic characteristics and perceptions of government effectiveness and fairness. I estimate coefficients for each of the following indicators for 2007: GDP per capita; population size; government consumption as a share of GDP; Freedom Houses measures of civil liberties and political rights; and World Bank Governance Indicators, government effectiveness and corruption. Not one of these indicators is significant at the p<0.05 level when I include the variables in the equation together as a group or when I include them separately. The coefficient estimates for the individual-level explanatory variables barely change when I include these country-level indicators.

The most likely explanation for why I am not finding any robust country-level effects is that there is more variation in attitudes within countries than between countries. The intra-class correlation coefficient for the country level is only 0.03. Thus, only 3 percent of the variation in deference to the tax department can be attributed to country-level factors. By contrast,
the intraclass correlation coefficient for the PSU level is 0.14. I attribute this finding to within-country variation in perceptions of government effectiveness and procedural justice. To the extent that governments favor certain groups or regions of a country in their provision of public goods, while targeting other groups with repression or discrimination, I would expect to find a large amount of within country variation in the willingness to defer to government authority. Even countries with high government effectiveness scores may have certain sub-populations who perceive the government to be unfair or incompetent.

7.2 Does the provision of services by non-state actors and donors affect the fiscal contract between citizens and the state?

The likelihood ratio test of model fit and the AIC suggest that including the measures of donor and non-actor provision of services in model 2 is an improvement over model 1. I also present separation plots (Greenhill, Ward and Sacks, 2011), as a visual method for assessing the predictive power of the regression results. The plots allow us to evaluate model fit based upon the models’ ability to assign high-probabilities to actual occurrences of the event of interest (e.g. willingness to defer to the tax department) and low-probabilities to non-occurrences of the event of interest (e.g. unwillingness to defer to the tax department). The plots separate the events and non-events into two separate plots. In these plots, the dark and light panels correspond to the actual instances of the events and non-events, respectively. The colors correspond to ranges of probabilities; the darkest shade of red corresponds to a probability of 0.8 and higher and the lightest shade of red corresponds to a probability of 0.1 and lower. A perfect model would produce a plot with complete separation between the events and non-events. All the events would be in the upper band of the plot, which would be represented in the darkest shades of red. All the non-events would be in the lower band of the plot, which would be represented in the lightest shades of red. The separation plots suggest that model 2 is a slightly better performing model than model 1 (see Figure 4). A comparison of Figure 3 and Figure 5 demonstrates that the effects of government effectiveness and procedural justice do not change when I include measures of donor and non-state actor service provision.

I include the perception-based indicators of donor and non-state actor
service provision in separate models due to high correlations among the various indicators. Figure 7 illustrates the effect of donor and non-state actor service provision on citizens’ willingness to defer to the tax department. With one exception, analyses point to a positive relationship between donor and non-state actor service provision and the willingness to defer to the tax department. Respondents who believe that traditional actors are responsible for collecting taxes are less likely to be willing to accept the authority of the tax department than respondents who believe that the government is responsible for collecting taxes.

I expected respondents who believe that non-state actors, rather than the state, are responsible for collecting taxes to be less likely to be willing to defer to the tax department. The results suggest that this is the case. A belief that traditional leaders instead of the central or local government are responsible for collecting taxes corresponds to a percentage point increase of 5.8 that one will be unwilling to defer to the tax department.

I argue that non-state actor and donor service provision is likely to undermine the fiscal contract between a state and citizens by providing citizens with essential goods and services that they believe the state has an obligation to provide. The analysis of the Afrobarometer data does not yield support for this hypothesis. Instead, I find a positive relationship between donor and non-state service provision and deference to the tax department. In other words, citizens who believe that donors and non-state actors are helping their country by delivering essential goods and services are more likely to be willing to defer to the tax department. This positive relationship is consistent across all of my measures of donor and non-state actor service provision.

Of the indicators of donor and non-state actor service provision, the measure of service provision by the UN has the largest relative effect on the acceptance of the tax department’s right to make people pay taxes. A belief that the UN is doing a lot, rather than a little, to help one’s country corresponds to a percentage point increase of 8.4 in the predicted probability of deferring to the tax department. A belief that international donors and NGOs are doing a lot to help one’s country corresponds to a percentage point increase of 7.2 in the predicted probability of deferring to the tax department.

---

11These regression tables are available upon request.

12Using different survey data collected in Zambia, I find a negative association between donor and non-state actor service provision and reported compliance. With the exception of church provision of welfare, I do not find any association between donor and non-state actors service provision and legitimating beliefs.
Further, a belief that the US or China is doing a lot to help one’s country corresponds to a percentage point increase of 6.8 and 7.3, respectively, in the predicted probability of deferring to the tax department.

These findings support my hypothesis of the possible positive spill-over effects of donors and non-state actor service provision on citizens’ perceptions of the state. If the government is able to signal to citizens that it is playing a key role in effectively leveraging and regulating external resources, then citizens are likely to accord the government credit for non-state service provision. I test this alternative hypothesis by including a measure of a country’s regulatory quality in the model and examine whether this variable mediates the relationship between citizens’ perception of the helpfulness of donors and their willingness to defer to the government. The indicator of regulator quality is not significant at the \( p < 0.05 \) and including the variable does not affect any of the coefficient estimates.

Do perceptions of donor and non-state actor helpfulness and influence vary according to respondents’ wealth? An alternative hypothesis is that very poor citizens, who have little experience with paying taxes, might not care from whom they receive services and goods as long as they help to improve their welfare. Poor citizens might credit the government for any resources they receive regardless of whether the actor delivering the service is a state, non-state or donor agency. By contrast, wealthier citizens, who likely have a higher tax burden, may be less willing to give credit to a government that is not directly providing them with goods and services to which they believe they are entitled. I test this alternative hypothesis by including two interaction variables in the model. The first is an interaction term between experience with paying property fees or taxes in the last year and perceptions of the helpfulness of donors and non-state actors. The second is an interaction term between experience with food insecurity in the past year and perceptions of the helpfulness of donors and non-state actors for the country. Neither of these variables are significant at the \( p < 0.05 \).

I also argue that citizens who believe that donors and non-state actors exert too little influence over the government are less likely to be willing to defer to their government than citizens who believe that donors and non-state actors exert too much influence over their government. My findings support this argument. A belief that international donors and NGOs have too little influence, rather than too much influence, corresponds to a percentage point increase of 4.4 in the predicted probability that one will be unwilling to de-
fer to the tax department. A belief that international donors and NGOs have just the right amount of influence, rather than too little influence, corresponds to a percentage point increase of 2.8 in the predicted probability that one will defer to the tax department. Analyses point to a similar effect of domestic civic groups and NGOs on citizens’ willingness to defer to the tax department. The predicted probability that one will defer to the tax department is 2.9 and 4.1 percentage points higher for respondents who believe that international businesses and domestic civic groups and NGOs, respectively, have too much influence, rather than too little influence, over their government.

This finding supports either one of two arguments. Citizens may view the influence donors and non-state actors exert over their government positively. Alternatively, it may be the case that citizens who believe that donors and non-state actors exert “too much influence” want to strengthen the state. By quasi-voluntarily complying with government rules and regulations, citizens are increasing the amount of revenue flowing to the state, thereby increasing the strength of the state.

Next, I examine whether including country-level indicators of the provision of services by donors and non-state actors, including a measure of the number of NGOs and IGOs present in each of the 19 countries, as well as foreign aid flows, food aid, and health aid, improves model 2’s fit. None of the country-level measures are significant at the p < 0.05 level when I include the variables in the full model. The variable indicating the number of NGOs and IGOs per country is positive but only significant at the p < 0.01 level. Including these country-level variables do not affect the predicted probabilities and first differences of individual-level measures of donors and non-state actors.

To summarize, findings from multilevel logistic regressions suggest that the relationships between government effectiveness, procedural justice and deference to the tax department do not change once I account for citizens’ perceptions of donors and non-state actors. There is little evidence that donors and non-state actors are undermining rather than strengthening citizens’ willingness to defer to the tax department.

Alternatively, a belief that international donors and NGOs have too much influence, rather than too little influence, corresponds to a percentage point increase of 4.4 in the predicted probability that one will defer to the tax department.
7.3 Do perceptions of non-state actors and donors have consequences for deference to the police and to the courts?

Findings suggest that perceptions of non-state actors and donors have a positive effect on citizens’ willingness to defer to the tax department. Do perceptions of non-state actors and donors also have an effect on citizens’ willingness to defer to the police and to the courts? The Afrobarometer asked respondents whether they agree or disagree with the following: “The police always have the right to make people obey the law” and “The courts have the right to make decisions that people always have to abide by”.

I estimate two additional models to test whether perceptions of donor and non-state actor service provision have consequences for citizens’ willingness to defer to the courts and to the police. I include the same control variables as model 1. I also include the same measures of procedural justice, government performance, and enforcement. I replace the indicator of respondents’ perceptions of corruption among tax officials with an indicator of perceptions of corruption among the police and an indicator of perceptions of corruption among judges and magistrates. I also replace the measure of beliefs about who is responsible for collecting taxes with a measure of beliefs about who is responsible for maintaining law and order in their community.

Regression results suggest that perceptions of government performance, administrative competence and honesty, and procedural justice are positively associated with the willingness to defer to the police and to the courts. As illustrated in Figure 6 and Figure 8, the effect sizes of procedural justice, government performance and administrative competence and honesty on the willingness to defer to the courts and to the police are smaller than the effect sizes of these measures on the willingness to defer to the tax department. The results point to a positive association between some measures of donor and non-state service provision and deference to police and to courts. Citizens who believe that donors and non-state actors exert too much influence, rather than too little influence, are more likely to be willing to defer to the courts and the police. Yet, I do not find any relationship between perceptions of the helpfulness of donors and non-state actors and the willingness to defer to the courts and to the police.

14Regression results for each of the different model specifications are available upon request.
Similar to my findings from model 1 and model 2, I do not find any association between the objective indictors of government performance and the willingness to defer to the police and to the courts. Except for the measure of food security, each of the indicators of government performance is significant at the p<0.05 level. A positive evaluation of government performance in maintaining water and sewage corresponds to an extra 1.7 and 4.2 percentage points in the predicted probability of granting courts the right to make binding decisions and the police the right to impose the law, respectively. Similarly, a positive evaluation of government performance in terms of its maintenance of roads corresponds to an extra 4 and 3.4 percentage points in the predicted probability of granting courts the right to make binding decisions and the police the right to impose the law, respectively.

Also, consistent with my findings from model 1 and model 2, findings point to an association between perceptions of administrative competence and a willingness to defer to the police and to the courts. Analyses suggest that the relationship between perceptions of government enforcement of the law among citizens who violate it and a willingness to defer to the courts and to the police is negative. Specifically, a belief that the government is likely to enforce the law among ordinary citizens corresponds to a percentage point decrease of 6.1 and 4.5 in the predicted probability that a citizen will be willing to defer to the courts and to the police, respectively. The predicted probability of deferring to the courts and to the police is 3.2 and 3.9 percentage points higher for respondents who view the state bureaucracy as competent in its collection of fees and licenses. Perceptions of administrative honesty are strongly correlated with citizens’ willingness to defer to courts and to police. A belief that all judges and magistrates and police are honest is associated with a percentage point increase of 14.2 and 10.5 in the predicted probability of deferring to the courts and to the police, respectively.

Similar to my findings from model 1 and model 2, citizens’ judgments of the fairness in government procedures and decisions appear to correlate with their beliefs regarding deference to the courts and to the police. A belief that the government treats citizens fairly, either all or most of the time, corresponds to an extra 2.9 percentage points in the predicted probability of deferring to the courts. Perceptions of whether the government treats citizens equally under the law is not correlated with deference to the police. A belief that the government treats members of their own ethnic group fairly either all or most of the time corresponds to an extra 3.9 and 4.8 percentage points in the predicted probability of citizens deferring to the courts and to
the police, respectively.

Findings point to a negative relationship between beliefs that non-state actors and donors are responsible for providing law and order and the willingness to defer to the courts and to the police. Specifically, the predicted probability of deferring to the courts and to the police is 3.3 and 3.6 percentage points higher for respondents who believe that the community is responsible for providing law and order. Respondents who believe that traditional authorities, rather than the state, are responsible for providing law and order are less likely to be willing to defer to the police; the first difference is 2.8 percentage points.

I do not find a relationship between perceptions of the helpfulness of donors and non-state actors and the willingness to defer to the courts and to the police. Yet, results point to a positive relationship between perceptions of the influence that donors and non-state actors exert over one’s government and a willingness to defer to the courts and to the police. A belief that international donors and NGOs exert too much influence, rather than too little influence, over their governments corresponds to a percentage point increase of 2.5 and 4.2 in the predicted probability of deferring to the courts and to the police, respectively. Similarly, the predicted probability of deferring to the courts is 2.2 percentage points higher for respondents who believe that domestic civic organizations and NGOs exert too much, rather than too little, influence over their government. The predicted probability of deferring to the police is 4.8 percentage points higher for respondents who believe that domestic civic organizations and NGOs exert too much, rather than too little, influence over their government. The first difference of deferring to the police is 4.3 percentage points higher for respondents who believe that international businesses exert too much, rather than too little, influence over the government.

To summarize, findings suggest that perceptions of procedural justice, government performance, administrative competence, and honesty have consequences for citizens’ willingness to defer to the police and to courts. Yet, the effect sizes of perceptions of procedural fairness and government competence are not as large in the regression on the willingness to defer to the courts and to the police as in the regression on the willingness to defer to the tax department. The correlations between donor and non-state actor service provision and the willingness to defer to the courts and to the police are also weaker than the correlations between donor and non-state actor service provision and the willingness to defer to the tax department. There does not
appear to be a relationship between perceptions of the helpfulness of donors and non-state actors and the willingness to defer to the police and to the courts. Individuals who believe that donors and non-state actors exert too much, rather than, too little influence over one’s government is associated with the willingness to defer to the court and to the police. Findings also suggest that citizens who believe non-state actors are responsible for providing law and order are less likely to be willing to defer to the police and to the courts than respondents who believe the state is responsible for providing law and order.

7.4 Conclusion

This paper demonstrates that the logic of the fiscal contract is relevant to a wide variety of contemporary African states. Findings from a cross-national analysis of survey data from Africa link citizens’ legitimating beliefs — indicated by a willingness to defer to the tax department, the police and the courts — to a government’s fulfillment of a fiscal contract. Citizens who are satisfied with their government’s provision of services and goods are more likely to be willing to defer to the tax department, courts and police than citizens who disapprove of government service provision. There is also evidence that the more competent, honest and fair a government is in serving its citizens, the more likely it is to produce a virtuous cycle of citizen compliance with its extractions, leading to better government and greater compliance. There is little evidence that the presence of infrastructure in neighborhoods is itself linked to citizens’ legitimating beliefs.

In Sub-Saharan Africa, NGOs, donors, churches, traditional leaders, and other non-state actors provide a significant portion of essential goods and services. The provision of services by non-state actors and donors is not unique to Africa and occurs throughout the world in both OECD and non-OECD countries. The growth of non-state actor service provision has sparked a debate in political science and sociology and in the aid community over the conditions under which non-state actors are likely to affect citizens/state relationships (Bratton and van de Walle 1997; Brown 1998; Cammett and Lynch 2008; Moore 2007; Smith and Lipsky 1993; White 1999). I offer some preliminary answers as to whether donors and non-state actors are undermining or strengthening citizen/state relationships. Findings suggest that across a wide range of African countries, including fragile states like Liberia and stronger states like Botswana and South Africa, donors and non-state
actors are strengthening, rather than undermining, citizens’ legitimating beliefs, as measured by their willingness to defer to the tax department, the police and the courts. Citizens who believe that donors and non-state actors, including domestic and international NGOs and international businesses, are doing a lot to help their country, rather than a little, are more likely to be willing to defer to the tax department. People who perceive that donors and non-state actors exert too little, rather than too much, influence over their government, are less likely to be willing to defer to the tax department, police and courts. The opposite is true for those who perceive that donors and non-state actors exert too much influence, rather that too little influence, over their government.

The absence of behavioral and longitudinal data on compliance limits the conclusions that can be drawn from this study. We know very little about how citizens’ reported willingness to comply with taxes, the police and the courts corresponds to their actual compliance behavior. We know very little about how changes in service delivery over time affect citizens’ legitimating beliefs. We are also lacking a measure of the quality of governments’ regulation of foreign aid and non-state actor resources. Yet, this paper offers one of the few empirical tests of whether citizens’ perceptions of non-state actors and donors are associated with their beliefs about their government’s legitimacy.
8 Figures

Figure 1: There is a large literature that examines the relationship between the fiscal contract, or how government extractions contributes to the emergence of responsive, accountable and representative governments.

Figure 2: The focus of this paper is on the impact of non-state actor provision of services on the “fiscal contract” between citizens and the government.
Figure 3: This figure graphically illustrates the point estimates of the first differences of deferring to the tax department. The horizontal bars in the figure indicate 95 percent confidence intervals. The results suggest that procedural fairness, specifically, citizens’ perceptions of the government’s treatment of their ethnic group, has the largest relative effect on deference to the tax department followed by administrative competence and government performance in delivering services.
(a) Model 1: This model includes perceptions-based indicators of government service delivery, bureaucratic competence and honest and procedural fairness.

(b) Model 2: This model also includes perception-based indicators of donor and non-state actor service provision.

Figure 4: The separation plot suggests that both models perform well in assigning high probabilities to actual cases of accepting the authority of the tax department and low probability to actual cases of rejecting the authority of the tax department. The darker red bands, which represent the high probabilities of the event occurring, are wider on the upper deck of the plot (which consists of the actual events) than in the lower deck (which consists of the non-events). The grey bands, which correspond to low probabilities of the event are wider in the lower deck than they are in the upper deck.
First difference of deferring to the Tax Department with measures of donors and non-state actors

No corruption within tax administration
Gov't treatment of ethnic group: fair
Approve gov't efforts to collect fees
Gov't treatment of citizens: fair
Food security
Approve gov't efforts to maintain water & sewage
Approve gov't efforts to maintain roads
State enforcement of law among citizens

Figure 5: This figure graphically illustrates the point estimates of the first differences of deferring to the tax department once we take into account perceptions of donors and non-state actors. Measures of non-state actor and donor provision of services do not significantly affect the relationships between procedural justice, administrative competence government performance and legitimating beliefs.
The effect of donor & non-state actor service provision on deferring to Courts

No corruption among judges
Approve gov't efforts to maintain roads
Gov't treatment of ethnic group: fair
Approve gov't efforts to collect fees
Gov't treatment of citizens: fair
Int'l donors/NGOs: too much influence
Domestic orgs./NGOs: too much influence
Approve gov't efforts to maintain water & sewage
Community responsible for law & order
State enforcement of law among citizens

Figure 6: This figure illustrates the first differences of the willingness to accept the authority of the courts.
Figure 7: This figure illustrates the effect of donor and non-state actor service provision on deferring to the tax department. I model the effect of each of these indicators of donor and non-state actor service provision on deference to the tax department in separate models. Service provision by the UN followed by China has the largest relative effects.
The effect of donor & non-state actor service provision on deferring to police

Figure 8: This figure illustrates the first differences of the willingness to accept the authority of the police.
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Table 1: Afrobarometer Round 4 (2008)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Number of Respondents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Benin</td>
<td>1200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Botswana</td>
<td>1200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burkina Faso</td>
<td>1200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cape Verde</td>
<td>1264</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ghana</td>
<td>1200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenya</td>
<td>1104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lesotho</td>
<td>1200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liberia</td>
<td>1200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madagascar</td>
<td>1350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malawi</td>
<td>1200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mali</td>
<td>1232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mozambique</td>
<td>1200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Namibia</td>
<td>1200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nigeria</td>
<td>2324</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senegal</td>
<td>1200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Africa</td>
<td>2400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tanzania</td>
<td>1208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uganda</td>
<td>2431</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zambia</td>
<td>1200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total N</strong></td>
<td><strong>26513</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Experiences with paying taxes and fees across Africa (Afrobarometer 2008)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Income Tax</th>
<th>Property Tax</th>
<th>Public Utility Fee</th>
<th>Fee for Service</th>
<th>License Fee</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ghana</td>
<td>38.83</td>
<td>34.00</td>
<td>65.50</td>
<td>58.58</td>
<td>24.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Africa</td>
<td>38.63</td>
<td>41.21</td>
<td>63.71</td>
<td>59.29</td>
<td>14.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mali</td>
<td>33.36</td>
<td>24.68</td>
<td>23.70</td>
<td>63.23</td>
<td>39.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cape Verde</td>
<td>29.21</td>
<td>34.31</td>
<td>81.13</td>
<td>83.99</td>
<td>17.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Namibia</td>
<td>26.08</td>
<td>28.50</td>
<td>62.92</td>
<td>89.92</td>
<td>23.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nigeria</td>
<td>25.60</td>
<td>23.62</td>
<td>24.33</td>
<td>80.43</td>
<td>43.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mozambique</td>
<td>24.44</td>
<td>37.90</td>
<td>44.20</td>
<td>72.56</td>
<td>46.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Botswana</td>
<td>17.50</td>
<td>13.17</td>
<td>61.92</td>
<td>74.42</td>
<td>9.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zambia</td>
<td>17.43</td>
<td>21.85</td>
<td>39.70</td>
<td>77.23</td>
<td>24.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liberia</td>
<td>16.92</td>
<td>18.00</td>
<td>14.42</td>
<td>56.25</td>
<td>18.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uganda</td>
<td>16.34</td>
<td>19.29</td>
<td>49.01</td>
<td>76.14</td>
<td>35.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tanzania</td>
<td>16.31</td>
<td>26.66</td>
<td>36.01</td>
<td>79.88</td>
<td>23.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benin</td>
<td>15.00</td>
<td>16.00</td>
<td>47.42</td>
<td>76.67</td>
<td>22.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senegal</td>
<td>14.11</td>
<td>12.59</td>
<td>61.37</td>
<td>80.05</td>
<td>16.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madagascar</td>
<td>13.19</td>
<td>31.93</td>
<td>36.30</td>
<td>75.19</td>
<td>38.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malawi</td>
<td>11.10</td>
<td>7.77</td>
<td>21.20</td>
<td>38.68</td>
<td>18.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burkina Faso</td>
<td>10.61</td>
<td>13.36</td>
<td>32.92</td>
<td>81.92</td>
<td>34.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lesotho</td>
<td>8.42</td>
<td>3.83</td>
<td>28.92</td>
<td>44.42</td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3: First differences of donor and non-state actor service provision on willingness to accept the tax department’s authority

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>First Difference</th>
<th>Lower 95 % C.I.</th>
<th>Upper 95 % C.I.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UN: helps a lot vs. not at all</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China: helps a lot vs. not at all</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International donors/NGOs: help a lot vs. not at all</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US: helps a lot vs. not at all</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International donors/NGOs: too much influence vs. too little influence</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domestic organizations/NGOs: too much influence vs. too little influence</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International businesses: too much influence vs. too little influence</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International donors/NGOs: right amount influence vs. too little influence</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traditional authorities responsible for taxes vs. state responsible</td>
<td>-0.06</td>
<td>-0.10</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: First differences of donor and non-state actor service provision on willingness to accept authority of the courts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>First Difference</th>
<th>Lower 95 % C.I.</th>
<th>Upper 95 % C.I.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No corruption among judges vs. a lot of corruption</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approve government efforts to maintain roads vs. disapprove</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approve government efforts to collect fees vs. disapprove</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gov’t treatment of citizens: fair vs. unfair</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domestic organizations/NGOs: too much influence vs. too little influence</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approve government efforts to maintain water and sewage vs. disapprove</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approve government efforts to collect fees vs. disapprove</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State enforcement of law among citizens likely vs. unlikely</td>
<td>-0.06</td>
<td>-0.08</td>
<td>-0.04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: First differences of donor and non-state actor service provision on willingness to accept authority of the police

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>First Difference</th>
<th>Lower 95 % C.I.</th>
<th>Upper 95 % C.I.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No corruption among police vs. a lot of corruption</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gov’t treatment of ethnic group: fair vs. unfair</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domestic organizations/NGOs: too much influence vs. too little influence</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International donors/NGOs: too much influence vs. too little influence</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approve Gov’t efforts to maintain road vs. disapprove</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approve Gov’t efforts to maintain water and sewage vs. disapprove</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traditional leaders responsible for law and order vs. disapprove</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
<td>-0.06</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State enforcement of law among citizens likely vs. unlikely</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
<td>-0.07</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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